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Executive Summary 

 
The concept is a simple one.  
Via an Android OS mobile app, (with Apple OS to follow) the platform will integrate a secure wallet - 
where digital and fiat currencies can be received, sent and stored – with the functionality of the 
smartphones NFC chip, allowing the user to make instant contactless payments with the various 
currencies within the wallet. 
In addition, the platform will be able to offer ‘flash’ loans to users; utilizing the cryptocurrencies in the 
wallet as collateral. 
The ability to store and borrow digital currencies on the platform, and spend them instantly utilizing 
the NFC chip of the user’s smartphone, - a growing trend made familiar by apps like Google Pay 
and Revolut – gives the user a simple and effective way to access the liquidity of their digital assets. 
 
 
“Basically… it’s De-Fi in your pocket.” 
 



Introduction 

“Almost all of the many predictions 
now being made about 1996 hinge on 
the Internet's continuing exponential 
growth. But I predict the Internet will 
soon go spectacularly supernova and 
in 1996 catastrophically collapse.” 
 

- Robert Metcalfe, founder of 3Com, 1995 

Though the quote above is infamous for its prophetic inaccuracy, its reference is usually without any 
of the context that led Metcalfe - inventor of the Ethernet – 
To make such a bold prediction. 
For in June of 1996, less than a year after the seemingly ridiculous claim, 3 of the biggest internet 
service providers in the US were down for 13 hours due to a small bug in the code used to update 
software. So the prediction wasn’t without a rationale. 
Flash forward to today, and a 13 hour country wide internet blackout seems equally as ridiculous a 
concept, the subject matter only of a Tom Clancy tale, or the impending sign of the apocalypse. The 
success of the internet and its adoption into the mainstream, has in many ways little to do with its 
technological advancements. Granted the technological has been important, a vision of a Youtube 
running on 56.6k modems is just as dark as the aforementioned Clancy novella, but the once dreary 
text heavy database of information is now a sexy, glossed over, photo-shopped version of itself, and 
the stories of its early stalling and false starts, forgotten – like embarrassing childhood memories, 
only revisited by parents and grandparents alike. 
 
In summary, the rise of any new technology does not come without its problems and consequently 
its naysayers.  
Cryptocurrency is no exception. 



Introduction 

 
From scaling problems and transaction fees, to “51% attacks” and everything in between the ‘space’ 
is rife with the kind of problems that could have at any point sent cryptocurrency back to its ideological 
beginnings.  
 
For the birth of cryptocurrency was not born out of the same kind of necessity that traditional fiat 
solutions were, instead its inception was created somewhat of the reverse; the failures of the financial 
institutions that govern our world - 2008 gave way to a revolution that anarchists hailed as the 
beginning of the end. 
But it was not to be. Despite the best intentions of the anonymous – and now infamous - creator of 
Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto – the world remains much the same. 
 
The very same financial establishments that failed us, essentially remain in control. Though, Bitcoin 
has finally become a speculative investment which can no longer be ignored, it has not provided the 
kind of ‘liberation’ that was postulated in its anarchist origins. 
Yet over 10 years after its inception, as Bitcoin is finally taking the center stage, the freedom it was 
promised to provide is afforded not by the construct itself, but by its “offspring”. The Ethereum 
platform, proposed in late 2013 by Vitalik Buterin, who argued that Bitcoin needed a ‘scripting 
language’ has become the kind of innovation that is typical of a predecessor. 
AOL messenger and MSN, presented many their first instant message, a long time before mobile 
phones did. And though BBM introduced the world to ‘MSN on the move’ – it is Whatsapp that now 
runs the show. 
Everyone had a MySpace, but everyone has Facebook. 
Although the examples above seem to signify a decline in one in lieu of adoption of the new, it is 
actually a dynamic rendering illustrating the evolution of technology to meet the needs of the new. 
  
As aforementioned, (ED: for the western world at least.) Bitcoin is a speculative investment.  
With a minimal use case, its adoption has been slow and cautious, villainized for years as a means 
for drug dealers and other unsavory elements to make money without any consequence. (ED: - 
despite the numerous arrests and seizures of funds by governments around the world, thanks to its 
most indistinguishable characteristic, its public blockchain.)  



Introduction 

Even as ‘fiat’ currencies around the world collapse due to hyper-inflation, and mining Bitcoin in said 
countries becomes as effective as working a job – its application remains hypothetical – announced 
‘dead’ for the 383rd time as recently as October of this year. 
 
Ethereum on the other hand, is not speculative.  
That is, it wasn’t invented solely for use as currency or a store of value.  
It has and was invented for practical application. 
If Bitcoin is the mobile phone, then Ethereum is Android OS. (ED: Yes we’re ignoring iPhone in our 
analogy.)  
The mobile phone made headway with text messaging and MMS, but it was BBM, Whatsapp, 
Snapchat, the Google Play store and every other application designed for modern smartphones, (ED: 
- that turned that word application into the cooler and more generation-whatever shortened version of 
‘App.’) that turned something we do, into something everyone needs to do every day, forever. 
Ethereum has become such a powerhouse in the cryptocurrency space, that miner fees recently 
have actually exceed those of Bitcoin – even though (a single BTC) is worth well over 20 times the 
value of (ETH).  
This proves if nothing else, utility is everything. 
 
What we’ve given you here is obviously a very brief, concise, and biased summary of numerous 
technological advancements that have had incredible sociological, and economical impact on entire 
generations of people and will continue to do so, and we’ve done this to accentuate and associate 
our product with these kind of significant advancements. You’d be a fool to take our word for it, do 
your own research and understand what has lead us here. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Introduction 

More bang for your buck 
 
With the birth of Bitcoin, came the concept of Ethereum. And through its platform came; the evolution 
of the blockchain trustless ecosystem - smart contracts. 
Working applications deployed within the same environment, ‘immune’ to traditional forms of 
manipulation – smart contracts present a completely autonomous environment governed by 
algorithms to operate and make decisions. 
It quickly became apparent smart contracts are not just efficient due to their lack of human oversight, 
they are more effective because of it. 
Consequently, utilized correctly smart contracts can provide a vast array of services not initially 
realized, governed solely by these cryptographic equations, they can provide trusted and secure 
transactions for much more than CryptoKitties. 
With monetary value recognized to cryptocurrency, it wasn’t long before products were deployed to 
provide financial application for these assets - i.e. interest bearing accounts, and consequently 
utilization as collateral for loans. 
 
Not governed by the legalities of fiat currencies, these loans can be provided without credit scores, 
or lengthy and intrusive applications – once the cryptocurrency is stored with the provider, funds can 
be provided, at significantly lower interest rates, with the freedom of deployment defined by the 
provider. 
With many centralized (ED: this word is important.) providers giving significant rates on cryptocurrency 
deposits - even ‘stablecoins’ (ED: immune to fluctuations in price associated with cryptocurrency they 
are pegged to a specific fiat currency – typically the dollar.) for the investor it is essentially risk free, 
and more profitable to switch your fiat currency to cryptocurrency and ‘bank’ with one of these 
providers. 
 
And thus, centralized finance (ED: or Ce-Fi) for cryptocurrency is born. This long winded explanation 
was necessary, for to understand decentralized finance, it’s important to understand the opposite. 
Decentralized finance (more commonly known as De-Fi) is exactly the same concept with the same 
array of products but instead of relying on a company or organization to provide the solution, the 
aforementioned power of the autonomous smart contract is employed. 
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The smart contract allows an investor to essentially anonymously interact with various financial 
product offerings, providing collateral (ED: or liquidity) for lending, whilst accumulating interest on 
their investment in the various means associated with their platform of choice. 
 
Despite the various benefits over its fiat counterpart, adoption remains limited. This is a relative term, 
but much the same as many had a Myspace - many did not. 
As Bitcoin dominates headlines once again, and the much revered institutional investment begins, 
the ‘space’ has begun to evolve. No longer the intimidating, tech heavy environment it once was, 
much like the internet before it, the roads into the cryptocurrency space are now paved, and 
signposted accordingly. And whilst the news that PayPal will be introducing cryptocurrency may 
indicate mainstream adoption has already began, this new era of retail investment needs not to just 
be the speculative interest that peaked the 2017 bull run – but a credible introduction into the vast 
utility of crypto. 
This isn’t Myspace anymore, this is Facebook – and everyone needs one.  
 



Concept 

 
One app to rule them all…  

 
The app. 
 
An unnecessary abbreviation of the word “application”, deliberately conceived to appeal to the ethos 
of contemporary culture. The same generation that devolved the concept of a news story, to a status 
update, to 140 characters and finally to just pictures, drives the current culture as fast as 4G speeds 
allow. 
 
The modern smartphone has become the vessel of choice, heralding a vast and ever expanding user 
base, and with it, so its offerings of utility grows accordingly. From the earliest offerings of calculators 
and notepad applications, to innovations like Google Pay and Facetime - this constantly evolving 
environment continues to add new functionality to the smartphone, establishing it as an essential tool 
in modern society. 
 
Thus the ‘application’ became the ‘app’. 

 
  



Concept 

 
 

Designed initially for Android OS, the platform will initially provide a ‘wallet’ where various digital 
currencies can be stored, much the same as existing offerings. 
Support for the most popular crypto-currencies will be available from inception, including Bitcoin, 
(BTC) Ethereum (ETH) and Tether Coin (USDT). The projects native ERC-20 token (DFX) is 
supported, and will have additional utility beyond its counterparts. (ED: more of the specifics of DFX 
token utility are covered in the Tokenomics section) 

 
Although various assets may operate on different blockchains, functionality between all supported 
currencies will be seamless, with the platform facilitating use of ‘cross-chain’ solutions – to allow 
users to easily ‘swap’ between assets. 
‘Cross-chain compatibility’ as suggested in the name, describes the ability to the exchange digital 
assets - irrespective of its associated blockchain. To give a basic example, Uniswap, the now 
infamous de-centralized exchange platform, is only able to facilitate swaps of ERC-20 tokens, due 
to being designed specifically to work on the Ethereum blockchain. 



Concept 

 
Although work-arounds (ED: Wrapped Bitcoin) have grown in popularity, the ability to swap these 
assets ‘directly’, is the practical solution that is most sought after, especially in the volatile markets 
of cryptocurrency. 

 
 

                                                    
 
 

The provision to ‘swap’ into USDT, (ED: the aforementioned ‘stable-coin’ which is ‘pegged’ 1:1 to the 
value of the US dollar) gives users greater control over any digital assets stored within, and this 
integrated feature provides utility to the ‘mobile wallet’ beyond simply just storage. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Concept 

 
A bridge too far…  
 

‘Mobile wallets’ are for the most part just interfaces designed specifically for smartphone use. They 
behave much the same way as there Desktop counterparts who have been designed to simply store 
digital currencies, facilitating only basic functionality, send, receive… etc. 
 
The real world application of products with foundations in cryptocurrency has been troublesome, due 
in part to the complicated relationship that cryptocurrency has with its fiat counterpart. 
Fiat currency (ED: from the Latin, ‘let it be done’) is a term to describe currencies that are typically 
issued by governments and are not ‘backed’ by a commodity.  
Advancements in technology, and the growing adoption of crypto has seen many of the tensions in 
this relationship ease. Consequently, the crypto to fiat-bridge is becoming ever faster and more 
effective, enabling the practical application of cryptocurrency to evolve accordingly. 

 
The apps integration of traditional currencies, will allow users to deposit and transfer currency directly 
‘into’ their wallet. Much the same as the crypto-currencies operating on different blockchains but 
appearing within the same interface of the wallet, traditional currencies stored within the platform will 
not be stored in the same way as their digital counterparts. (ED: nor can they be.)  
The same functionality will however be afforded to traditional currencies as described, users will be 
able to ‘swap’ them for crypto-currency within the platform. Utilizing a similar cross-chain solution as 
is used to swap between the digital assets, (ED: albeit with an additional step included) this 
functionality will essentially provide users with an integrated crypto fiat bridge.  

 
 
 
 
 



Concept 

 
 

NFC (Near Field Communication) is an innovative technology included within smart-phones that has 
continued to gain traction through its ever increasing application in the modern world. The technology 
is actually much older than most realize, with the tech being around since the 90’s - deployed in 
everything from Star Wars toys to tram and metro cards.  
In a post COVID-19 world the utility of smart-phones and other devices as a contactless payment 
solution has gone from a gimmick used by hipsters to an essential tool of contemporary society. 
 
The mobile app with not just employ the typical function of the NFC chip allowing the conventional 
contactless payment possible via traditional currencies stored in the wallet - but will also allow digital 
assets to be utilized quickly and effectively to the same ends. Now, due to the limitations of the 
available technology, the current working model of the mobile app dictates that if digital assets are 
desired to be used for instant payment via the NFC chip, they would need to be ‘designated’ as such 
beforehand. This additional step is vital, as it enters the digital assets into a smart-contract allowing 
the instant liquidity necessary for utilization of the NFC payment function. 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Concept 

 
The future is not set…  
 

As the De-Fi space evolves, so the Definitex platform will grow with it. Just as we anticipate the 
development of more effective payment solutions and successive options for integration will mitigate 
aforementioned limitations of technology, so too will grow the available products and there 
application.  
The platform will finally introduce traditional collateralized loans and what has become one of De-
Fi’s most lucrative innovations, the ‘flash-loan’. Billed in the original whitepaper as one of the key 
features, the ‘flash-loan’ is an uncollateralized loan that cleverly adapts fundamentals of blockchain 
and smart contracts to provide liquidity to a user – with zero risk.  
 
The typical risk associated for a lender is the borrower not paying back the loaned funds. In the 
centralized finance offerings of the physical world, collateral, credit scores and bailiffs ensure that 
you pay back what you owe, or at least ‘encourage’ you to. So in a de-centralized digital space, 
where borrowers are completely anonymous, and ‘untraceable’ how can an uncollateralized loan 
seem like a viable concept?  
Well, the deployment uses the architect of the smart contract to borrow and collect the loaned amount 
in a single transaction. If the loan is not ‘paid back’ by the end of the transaction, the loan reverts, 
and essentially - it never happened. (ED: and this is the simple way of explaining it?)  
 
A more practical example for the use ‘flash-loans’ is to take advantage of arbitrage, (ED: the strategy 
of profiting from the price differences between different exchanges.) often only fractional differences 
between prices, can be exploited for much more significant gains when utilizing larger amounts of 
capital. With no collateral required to initiate a ‘flash-loan’ this can provide opportunities for anybody 
who takes the time to understand its potential application.  
This is just one of the more easy to understand use cases of the uncollateralized loan; its full potential 
and various applications are still being realized, (ED: sometimes not always to positive ends! *cough* 
Value De-Fi.) And as such, its implementation within the platform will be the last feature to go ‘live’. 



Tokenomics 

 
The Rise and fall of the Governance token 
 
The “governance” of a token, is a concept written into the very essence of cryptocurrency, 
it’s almost hereditary. A noble concept with its roots in its aforementioned free-thinking ideas 
of financial revolution Bitcoin postulates – the idea comes from the disputes that miners of 
respective cryptocurrencies had about direction, that have resulted in all kinds of new use for 
the word fork. As cryptocurrency began to be attributed value, these early communities 
become almost boards of directors, voting on future of the billion dollar commodities that they 
were ‘in the pits’ mining themselves.  
It truly was the anarchist dream – from a certain point of view.  
 
These concepts of governance have bled over into various projects, but by far and large, has 
very little practical application or intrinsic value within the majority. 
A rudimentary example: 
The value of Ethereum is not derived from the miner’s ability to “govern” over it, nor is this utility 
considered attractive or important to the vast majority of prospective or current investors. 
Ethereum’s value is not derived from this particular function. 
 
Yet many of the tokens within the ‘de-centralized’ finance space offer no function - no actual 
utility - advertised only as governance tokens with varying interpretations of what governance 
means, and how it is able to shape the project. 
 
With this being the tokens sole function it is often described as integral to the project 
dynamics, masquerading as a vital element of growth and success. 
Yet truth be told, this is simply to add a basic form of utility; to a token that without this 
inflated concept parading as value, would otherwise have none. 
 
The utility of the DFX token is about protecting and enriching two equally important aspects 
to the project that are paramount to its success: investors in DFX, and its respective 
ecosystem.  



Tokenomics 

 
The DFX Ecosystem 
 

The word ecosystem describes organisms that work together to form a “bubble of life”. The word 
high-jacked for modern use, typically describes well any harmonious relationship between 
technologies that enable it to flourish. 
 
The ‘DFX Ecosystem’ describes the infrastructure that has been designed to work within the platform, 
providing meaningful utility to its native token and subsequent value, rewarding investors.  
 
The mobile app is designed to be a standalone product with full functionality for all users, but DFX 
holders will be able to utilize their tokens to greater ends than other currencies on the platform.  

 
 
 



Tokenomics 

 
Firstly, investors will be able to take advantage of our staking incentive program.  
DFX token holders will be able to stake through the platform, receiving 20% APY (ED: approximately 
0.05% per day.) on their investment, paid in the token.  
Although lower than the kind of APY’s associated with De-Fi projects the total supply of DFX is 
comparatively small, and coupled with the benefits in the model proposed below, the staking incentive 
provides lucrative opportunity for early investors to accumulate. 
 
The staking contract has no locking of assets, however un-staking fees are set initially at 2%; which 
for transparency - essentially meaning staking for 40 days is required to the recover the ‘cost’ of un-
staking. 
Un-staking fees are not intended to be a punishment, but to aid the ecosystem in sustainable growth, 
and deter manipulation – the fees will provide liquidity for the upkeep and maintenance of the 
ecosystem and its various features.  

 

 
 
The ultimate application of the DFX token within the ecosystem is its utilization as means of payment, 
and ultimately as collateral. Unlike other currencies used as payment on the platform, DFX 
expenditures interact slightly differently.  
Whenever DFX is ‘spent’, a percentage of this ‘spend’ is proportionally distributed among 
stakeholders, whilst a percentage of the ‘spend’ is ‘burnt’.  
 
 



Tokenomics 

 
Burning tokens has become a popular way for projects to make adjustments to the circulating supply, 
which in theory should increase the value, but without a viable product or actual utility this is not 
always the case.  
The DFX ecosystem is an ever enriching environment, with token utility, resulting ultimately in 
increasing value. Whether the token is being locked up in staking contracts to reap the rewards of 
the incentive program, or being spent on the platform and therefore decreasing in supply – this kind 
of deflationary model essentially means once tokens enter the ‘DFX ecosystem’, only a lesser amount 
can ever go out. 

 
The benefits of the various utility for the token on the platform, allows the ecosystem to entice growth, 
and as more of the very limited supply of DFX enter it, demand for DFX outside of it, will significantly 
increase. 
The ecosystem denotes that the circulating supply will continue to decrease, which will accelerate as 
a result of the token’s increased application and utility. In theory, with sufficient adoption this could 
eventually lead to fractional use of the DFX token.  



Beyond Definitex 

And all the roads that lead us there are winding… 
 

This Litepaper was never intended to provide an exhaustive account of the project. (ED: despite the 
fact that it actually contains more tangible information on the project than the original whitepaper did!) 
As is clear many of the technical specifications and particulars of the various technologies employed 
are not covered in detail, nor was the intention to.  
These technical considerations have not been idly omitted and will be comprehensively covered in 
the full whitepaper, but the decision to release this paper in advance was to provide a concise, up 
to date overview of the Definitex project, and clarity on its direction to investors old and new. 

 
With that said, many of the complexities and problems involved in providing the various described 
functionality, are readily solved by incorporating external solutions. Third party providers will be 
utilized to facilitate aspects of the services available on the platform, all seamlessly be integrated 
behind the scenes into the app.  
Our goal is not and was never to become the next decentralized financial powerhouse, but to provide 
all of the desired features and products that ‘De-Fi’ can offer - combined with the practical application 
of the contactless payment - all within one platform. 

 
As aforementioned we have many things on the horizon that are not covered within.  
Further token utility and application, future products and partnerships required with third party 
providers to support various functionality described, will be announced in due course when we can 
provide adequate, viable details and at a time which will be the most beneficial for the project. 
 
With that said, we are on track. 
 
The DFX Staking Incentive will go live as of 28th November via the portal on our website in advance 
of its availability on the Android OS app. 
The mobile app platform itself, will go into ALPHA testing with basic functionality, and then we will 
release it for BETA testing available to members of the DFX community before launch. 
Staking through the app will be incorporated into the app as part of the BETA testing. 
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Token Information 
 
Token Description: Definitex 
Token Name: DFX 
Technology: ERC 20 
Total Token Supply: 350,000 
Token Issue Price: 0.75 USD 
Hard Cap: 400 ETH  
Token sale Date: August 27, 2020 
 
Contract address: 0xf1f5De69C9C8D9BE8a7B01773Cc1166D4Ec6Ede2 

 
 

The Hard Cap of 400 ETH was reached in a few short hours, and DFX became available on Uniswap 
on September 1st 2020. 

Token Distribution from the original token sale conducted in August was as follows:  

 

 
 
 
 
Estimated current token distribution:  

 

 
 
 
 

 42.6% Uniswap Liquidity 
 39.5% Held by investors 
 5.1% Team 
 7.3% Marketing 
 5.5% Reserve 

 

 69% token sale 
 11.6% Team 
 9.7% Marketing 
 9.7% Reserve 
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Contact Us 
 
Follow, like, clap, tweet and meme at us: 
 
 

 Github: http://github.com/Definitex 

 Medium: http://medium.com/@definitex.org 

  Twitter: http://twitter.com/BeyondDefinitex  

 Telegram: https://t.me/definitex2 
 
         Discord: COMING SOON! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Website: http://definitex.org 
Email: info@definitex.org 

http://github.com/Definitex
http://medium.com/@definitex.org
http://twitter.com/BeyondDefinitex
https://t.me/definitex2
http://definitex.org/
mailto:info@definitex.org


Legal Disclaimer 

 
1. THE LITEPAPER AND SALE OF DFX TOKENS 
 
1.1. The DFX tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. The Litepaper does not constitute a prospectus 
or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities 
in any jurisdiction. 
1.2. The Litepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the 
“Distributor” to purchase any DFX tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be 
relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. 
1.3. The Distributor will be an affiliate of Definitex, and will deploy all proceeds of sale of the DFX tokens to fund DFX 
cryptocurrency project, businesses and operations. 
1.4. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of the DFX 
tokens and no cryptocurrency or other form of Payment is to be accepted on the basis of the Litepaper. 
1.5. You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any DFX tokens in the Definitex Initial Token Sale (as referred to in the 
Litepaper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a citizen or 
resident of the Peoples Republic of China. 
1.6. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Litepaper. No such action has 
been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or 
dissemination of the Litepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied 
with. There are risks and uncertainties associated with Definitex and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and 
operations, the DFX tokens, the Definitex Initial Token Sale, the DFX ecosystem, staking platform and the various functions of 
the DFX Mobile Wallet app (each as referred to in the Litepaper). 
1.7. The Litepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution or 
dissemination of the Litepaper is prohibited or restricted. 
1.8. No part of the Litepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including these T&Cs and the sections in 
the Litepaper entitled “Disclaimer of Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Representations and Warranties By You”, 
“Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry Information and No Consent of Other Persons”, 
“Terms Used”, “No Advice”, “No Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of 
Securities Or Registration” and “Risks and Uncertainties”. 
 
 

2. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY 
 
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Definitex and/or the Distributor shall not be 
liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but 
not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of 
or reliance on the Litepaper or any part thereof by you. 
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3. NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
 
Definitex and/or the Distributor does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or 
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to 
the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in the Litepaper. 
 
 

 
4. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU 
 
4.1. By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in the Litepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be), 
you represent and warrant to Definitex and/or the Distributor as follows: 

4.1.1. You agree and acknowledge that the DFX tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction; 
4.1.2. You agree and acknowledge that the Litepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort 
and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities 
and you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of 
DFX is to be accepted on the basis of the Litepaper; 
4.1.3. You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information set out 
in the Litepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any 
jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of the Litepaper to you does not imply that the applicable 
laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with; 
4.1.4. You agree and acknowledge that the Litepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the Definitex Initial 
Token Sale, or future trading of the DFX tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted 
or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of Definitex and/or the Distributor, the DFX tokens, the Definitex 
Initial Token Sale, the DFX ecosystem, staking platform and the various functions of the DFX Mobile Wallet App 
(each as referred to in the Litepaper); 
4.1.5. The distribution or dissemination of the Litepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the 
same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where 
any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at 
your own expense and without liability to Definitex and/or the Distributor; 
4.1.6. You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any DFX tokens, the DFX tokens 
are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as: 
(a) Any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency; 
(b) Debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity (whether Definitex and/or the Distributor) 
(c) Rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares; 
(d) Rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is 
to secure a profit or avoid a loss; 
(e) Units in a collective investment scheme; 
(f) Units in a business trust; 
(g) Derivatives of units in a business trust; any other security or class of securities; or 
(h) Investment contracts. 
4.1.7. you are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to purchase any DFX tokens if you are a 
citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a citizen or resident of the 
Peoples Republic of China; 
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4.2. You have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and 
other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related 
token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology; 
4.3. You are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any DFX tokens, there are risks 
associated with Definitex and the Distributor and their respective business and operations, the DFX tokens, the Definitex Initial 
Token Sale. 
4.4. you agree and acknowledge that neither Definitex nor the Distributor is liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 
consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or 
profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on the Litepaper or any part 
thereof by you; and 
4.5. All of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from the time of your 
access to and/or acceptance of possession the Litepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be). 
 
 

5. CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 
 
5.1. All statements contained in the Litepaper, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and 
oral statements that may be made by Definitex and/or the Distributor or their respective directors, executive officers or 
employees acting on behalf of Definitex or the Distributor (as the case may be), that are not statements of historical fact, 
constitute “forward-looking statements”. Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, 
“target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, 
“would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking 
statements. All statements regarding Definitex and/or the Distributor’s financial position, business strategies, plans and 
prospects and the future prospects of the industry which Definitex and/or the Distributor is in are forward-looking statements. 
These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to Definitex and/or the Distributor’s revenue and 
profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other matters discussed in the Litepaper regarding 
Definitex and/or the Distributor are matters that are not historic facts, but only predictions. 
 
5.2. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the 
actual future results, performance or achievements of Definitex and/or the Distributor to be materially different from any future 
results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These factors 
include, amongst others: 
 

5.2.1. Changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the regulatory 
environment in the countries in which Definitex and/or the Distributor conducts its respective businesses and 
operations; 
5.2.2. The risk that Definitex and/or the Distributor may be unable or execute or implement their respective business 
strategies and future plans; 
5.2.3. Changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies; 
5.2.4. Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of Definitex and/or the Distributor; 
5.2.5. Changes in the availability and fees billable to Definitex and/or the Distributor in connection with their 
respective businesses and operations; 
5.2.6. Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by Definitex and/or the Distributor to 
operate their respective businesses and operations; 
5.2.7. Changes in preferences of customers of Definitex and/or the Distributor; 
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5.2.8. Changes in competitive conditions under which Definitex and/or the Distributor operate, and the ability of 
Definitex and/or the Distributor to compete under such conditions; 
5.2.9. Changes in the future capital needs of Definitex and/or the Distributor and the availability of financing and 
capital to fund such needs; 
5.2.10. War or acts of international or domestic terrorism; 
5.2.11. Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or 
operations of Definitex and/or the Distributor; 
5.2.12. Other factors beyond the control of Definitex and/or the Distributor; and 
5.2.13. Any risk and uncertainties associated with Definitex and/or the Distributor and their businesses and 
operations, or the DFX tokens. 

 
5.3. All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to Definitex and/or the Distributor or persons acting on behalf of 
Definitex and/or the Distributor are expressly qualified in their entirety by such factors. Given that risks and uncertainties that 
may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Definitex and/or the Distributor to be materially different 
from that expected, expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in the Litepaper, undue reliance must not be 
placed on these statements. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of the Litepaper. 
 
5.4. Neither Definitex, the Distributor nor any other person represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the actual future results, 
performance or achievements of Definitex and/or the Distributor will be as discussed in those forward-looking statements. The 
actual results, performance or achievements of Definitex and/or the Distributor may differ materially from those anticipated in 
these forward-looking statements. 
 
5.5. Nothing contained in the Litepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future 
performance or policies of Definitex and/or the Distributor. Further, Definitex and/or the Distributor disclaim any responsibility to 
update any of those forward-looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to 
reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the 
future. 
 
 

6. MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS 
 
6.1. The Litepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from internal surveys, 
reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available information and industry publications. 
Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and publications generally state that the 
information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the 
accuracy or completeness of such included information. 
 
6.2. Save for Definitex, and the Distributor, no person has provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name 
and/or other information attributed or perceived to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in the Litepaper and no 
representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information 
by such person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same. 
 
6.3. While Definitex and/or the Distributor have taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information is extracted accurately 
and in its proper context, Definitex and/or the Distributor have not conducted any independent review of the information 
extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the underlying 
economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither Definitex , the Distributor, nor their respective directors,  
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executive officers and employees acting on their behalf makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or 
completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same. 
 
 
7. TERMS USED 
 
7.1. To facilitate a better understanding of the DFX tokens being offered for purchase by the Distributor, and the businesses 
and operations of Definitex and/or the Distributor, certain technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain instances, 
their descriptions, have been used in the Litepaper. These descriptions and assigned meanings should not be treated as being 
definitive of their meanings and may not correspond to standard industry meanings or usage. 
 
7.2. Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words importing the masculine 
gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa. References to persons shall include 
corporations. 
 
 
 

8. NO ADVICE 
 
No information in the Litepaper should be considered to be business, legal, and financial or tax advice regarding Definitex, the 
Distributor, the DFX tokens, the Definitex Initial Token Sale. You should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other 
professional adviser regarding Definitex and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the DFX tokens, 
the Definitex Initial Token Sale. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of 
DFX tokens for an indefinite period of time. 
 
 

9. NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE 
 
No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained in the Litepaper in connection with 
Definitex and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the DFX tokens, the Definitex Initial Token Sale 
and the Definitex Wallet (each as referred to in the Litepaper) and, if given, such information or representation must not be 
relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Definitex and/or the Distributor. The Definitex Initial Token Sale (as 
referred to in the Litepaper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a continuing representation or create any suggestion 
or implication that there has been no change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, 
conditions and prospects of Definitex and/or the Distributor or in any statement of fact or information contained in the Litepaper 
since the date hereof. 
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10. RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION 
 
10.1. The distribution or dissemination of the Litepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws, 
regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, 
and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of the Litepaper or such part thereof (as the case may 
be) at your own expense and without liability to Definitex and/or the Distributor. 
 
10.2. Persons to whom a copy of the Litepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise 
have the Litepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute the 
Litepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur. 
 
 

11. NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION 
 
11.1. The Litepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of 
securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or 
binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of Definitex is to be accepted on the basis of the Litepaper. Any 
agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of DFX tokens (as referred to in the Litepaper) is to be governed by only the 
T&Cs of such agreement and no other document. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and the Litepaper, the 
former shall prevail. 
 
11.2. You are not eligible to purchase any DFX tokens in the Definitex Initial Token Sale (as referred to in the Litepaper) if you 
are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a citizen or resident of the 
Peoples Republic of China. 
 
11.3. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Litepaper. No such action has 
been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or 
dissemination of the Litepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied 
with. 
 
 
12. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES 
 
Prospective purchasers of DFX tokens (as referred to in the Litepaper) should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and 
uncertainties associated with Definitex , the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the DFX tokens, the 
Definitex Initial Token Sale, all information set out in the Litepaper and the T&Cs prior to any purchase of DFX tokens. If any of 
such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects 
of Definitex and/or the Distributor could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the 
value of the DFX tokens. 
 
IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, 
FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). 
 

 


